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Surplus at Date of Acquisition
A R T I C L E No. 4
BY P. L . SHOBE, San Francisco Office
THE
earned surplus of a subsidiary
corporation at the date on which the
holding company acquires control is referred to by accountants as "surplus at
date of acquisition." The disposition of
this acquired surplus in the preparation of
a consolidated balance sheet is not, as many
believe, a technical accounting problem,
but one which involves the right of a
corporation to distribute dividends out of
any but earned profits without so stating
to its stockholders. Fortunately, at least
from the viewpoint of the professional
accountant, we are committed to the principle of refusing to recognize any earned
profits accruing upon a purchase. We all
grant that fortunate purchases may be
made for less than real value, and we
further accept that increment in exchange
value accrues in numerous instances after
purchase. To shut our eyes to these facts
would be to deny the existence of modern
trade. The principle mentioned above,
however, seeks justification for not recording these facts in the books as earned
profits. Either condition may be recorded
by increasing the book value of the asset
and crediting a capital surplus account,
thereby clearly labeling the "profit" as
unearned and, therefore, not ordinarily
available for dividends.
An analysis of the conditions surrounding the acquisition of control of one corporation by another, through the purchase
of the capital stock of the subsidiary, will
convince anyone that there is no basic
difference here from any other purchase.
Let us assume that corporation " A " owns a
piece of income producing property which
cost $1,000,000.00 and which has produced
in profits, as yet undistributed, $100,000.00;
the cash is $100,000.00; there are no outstanding liabilities; and the capital stock
is $1,000,000.00.
If corporation " X " purchases " A ' s "

assets of property and cash for $1,100,000.00, there is clearly no credit to " X ' s "
surplus. Corporation " X , " however, acquires the capital stock of " A , " paying
therefor its book value of $1,100,000.00.
There is no essential difference in these two
transactions; therefore, it would be illogical to consider the latter as having any
effect upon the surplus of " X . "
Inasmuch as a consolidated balance
sheet is prepared solely to show the position of the consolidated group to the outside world, we cannot, by any process of
reasoning, do other than eliminate in the
consolidated report the investment of " X "
in "A's" stock from the asset side and the
capital stock of " A " and "A's" surplus at
the date of acquisition of its stock by " X "
from the credit side of the balance sheet.
We come, therefore, through the application of pure logic and acceptance of the
principle of "no profits are made at purchase," to the conclusion that the surplus
of a subsidiary, at the date of the acquisition of control by the holding company
through purchase of stock, in no way affects
the earned surplus of the consolidated companies and should, therefore, always be
eliminated in the preparation of the consolidated balance sheet. The fact is selfapparent, of course, that the earnings or
losses of the subsidiary subsequent to acquisition do affect the consolidated surplus.
To illustrate, we have only to refer to our
assumed case and we readily see that in
the first instance, in which " X " acquired
the title to the assets themselves, that income from the property or interest on the
cash would naturally affect " X ' s " earned
surplus. In the second case, these earnings would be reflected on "A's" books as
they arose. In consolidation, since we
should proceed no differently than if. the
holding company held title to the assets,
we should combine these earnings with
" X ' s " earned surplus and present the combined surplus to secure a correct picture of
the group.
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The above analysis of surplus at date
of acquisition is based upon a problem in
its most simple form, that is, the book value
of the stock was exactly equivalent to the
price paid therefor by the holding company.
The accountant's problem becomes more
difficult of solution in cases wherein:
(1) the price paid for the stock is more or
less than the book value of the stock;
(2) the stock is purchased at varying dates
and for various prices per share; (3) the
holding company ownership of the subsidiary is not complete. The problems involved in these cases simply serve to make
it more difficult to ascertain the true facts,
without in any way changing our rule that
the subsidiary's surplus at date of acquisition must not be carried on the consolidated balance sheet.
No attempt will be made here to set
forth the many sets of facts which may
govern the accountant's conclusions, nor
how these conclusions should be reflected
in the balance sheet. The reader is referred to volume II of Finney's "Principles
of Accounting" for a very complete review
of the entire subject of consolidations. It
is deemed sufficient, for the purposes of
this article, if, after stating that earned
surplus of the subsidiary at acquisition is
to be eliminated from the consolidated
earned surplus account, we call to the
reader's attention the fallacy of accepting
rules for surplus eliminations rather than
being ruled by the facts of each consolidation.
These facts concern values. Assets,
whether they be tangible or intangible,
have certain values, usually possible of
rather definite determination. If we accept this statement, and I see no reason
why we cannot, then we make our test one
of specific values acquired rather than one
of net prices paid for the subsidiary's stock.
If, in the assumed case stated above, corporation " X " has purchased " A ' s " stock
for a price of $1,200,000.00, we see immediately that " X " has paid more for the real
estate, the cash of course being worth but
$100,000.00, than its book value of $1,000,-
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000.00. It would seem to be utterly
illogical in this case to consider an element
of good-will, inasmuch as "A's" sole source
of income is a piece of property. In preparing the consolidated balance sheet, it
seems advisable to state this property at
$1,100,000.00. Corporation " X " might,
conceivably, have purchased the stock of
" A " at a price of $1,000,000.00, in which
event the most probable answer would be
either (a) " X " made a fortunate purchase
at less than true value, in which event the
correct procedure would appear to be a
credit, in consolidation, of $100,000.00 to
a capital surplus account and carrying the
property at $1,000,000.00, or (b) the property is carried on "A's" books at more than
a conservative value which should be reflected in the consolidated balance sheet by
stating the property value at $900,000.00.
If corporation " A " had been engaged in
manufacturing, etc., its property values
being conservatively stated, and " X " paid
more than book value for its stock, we very
possibly would have to consider that " X "
paid this excess over book value for the
good-will of " A " which should be so shown
in the consolidated balance sheet.
The problem involved in cases in which
the subsidiary's stock is purchased at varying dates appears to be one in which expediency dictates that we determine the
surplus at date of acquisition as of the
date on which the holding company actually secured control. It might be possible
to make our determination of the surplus
at the date of each stock purchase, but the
labor involved does not appear to be worth
the result. If the stock is acquired at varying prices per share, it would seem practicable to average the prices, weighting by the
number of shares purchased at each price.
The holding company's ownership frequently is not complete, a portion of the
subsidiary's stock being held by a minority
interest. This fact in no way affects our
elimination of the surplus of the subsidiary
from the consolidated earned surplus account. The minority interest owns their
ratio of the surplus at date of acquisition,
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and their proportion of the profits or losses any, at date of acquisition has been puraccruing subsequent to consolidation. chased as a part of the investment, and that
These amounts, together with their stock- any dividends received by the investor
holdings, should be shown separately in the company out of any surplus at date of acconsolidated balance sheet.
quisition will be credited, on the books of
Accountants faced with a consolidation the investor company, to the investment
problem have a simple course to follow as account. If any mechanical proof of the
far as the surplus at date of acquisition is correctness of the theory is needed to
concerned. Once having determined what supplement this reasoning, let he who
the surplus was and what were the facts doubts, credit a dividend so received by the
concerning the values acquired, they can parent company to income of the parent
set up these elimination entries and the company, pay it out as dividends to stockamounts will not change as long as the holders of the parent company, and atholding company's stock ownership re- tempt to consolidate the accounts of the
mains in the same ratio and the subsidiary two companies and eliminate the investdoes not distribute in dividends sufficient ment of the parent company against the
profits to bring its earned surplus below net worth of the subsidiary company.
the amount so determined.
If the cost to the investor company is
in excess of the net worth of the subsidiary
S U M M A R Y OF DISCUSSIONS
company, two explanations may be in
The determination of what constitutes order. Bearing in mind that value given
proper treatment of situations which for the stock of the subsidiary has passed
arise in connection with consolidated state- to someone outside of the consolidated
ments rests largely on the facts which are group who has his interest therein repredeveloped in comparing the amount in- sented by the net worth, the purchaser
volved in an investment of one company, either has made a bad bargain or, in his
with the value of that investment as in- judgment, the business is worth more than
dicated by the net worth of the company the figure at which it is carried on the
to which the investment relates. Too books, whether operated separately, or as
often, strange as it may seem, the problem a unit of a group.
is overshadowed by the mechanical twists
In the case of an admitted bad bargain
involved in the process of consolidating there would be nothing to do but apply the
statements, so that the real problems are excess of cost over net worth of the overnot considered coldly as such.
valued company against, for sake of
Stripped of all complications, the ques- brevity, any consolidated surplus. But if
tion to be answered is, "How does the the business purchased were honestly
amount invested by the parent company under valued, it would be permissible to
compare with the investment value as revalue the assets of the subsidiary and
shown by the books of the subsidiary com- apply the excess cost against the resulting
pany, and if there is a difference, to what is surplus. Again, while physical assets of
the difference due?" This question must the subsidiary might not be under valued,
be answered before one may decide how an intangible value might attach to the
to give expression, in consolidation, to the company under consolidated control and
relationship.
the excess cost of the investment over the
If the cost to the investor company net worth of the subsidiary might justiwere exactly equal to the net worth of the fiably be carried as good-will.
subsidiary company, the investment and
The iniquity consists usually, not in
the net worth would eliminate in consolida- having paid more for the net assets of a
tion. This bald statement is predicated on subsidiary than the books of the subacceptance of the theory that surplus, if sidiary show them to be worth, but in re-
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fusing to set out separately in the consolidated balance sheet the excess cost,
whether so described, or as good-will. The
tendency is to hide the amount by including it with property, or in some other
way including it so that it is indistinguishable.
Finally, there is the reverse of the second
situation, rarely encountered it must be
admitted, where the cost of the investment
to the acquiring company is less than the
net worth of the company acquired. This
situation represents a favorable purchase,
the reason for which may be difficult to
assign, but one which has been known to
result from the exercise of rights to call
classes of stock carrying with them the
rights to surplus.
Ignoring the questions of over valuation
and under valuation, and considering the
treatment which should be accorded to
surplus at date of acquistion when the net
asset values of the subsidiary are in excess
of the cost to the company acquiring the
investment, it seems that the answer must
depend upon the character of the surplus.
If the excess of net worth over cost to the
parent company is represented by what was
capital surplus before consolidation, it
must remain capital surplus after consolidation. If such surplus was earned surplus
before consolidation, it loses no part of its
character as surplus available for dividends
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by the mere fact of consolidation. The
dividend test which dictated against taking
surplus at date of acquisition into consolidated surplus, clearly indicates in the
present situation that any earned surplus
of the subsidiary, properly may be treated
as consolidated earned surplus, available
for dividend appropriations. The desirability of drawing a line of demarcation between the operating efforts of the management before and after consolidation seems
not to be sufficient justification for capitalizing such surplus as of the date at
which the newly acquired company passes
into the consolidated group.
There is yet one possibility in connection
with the third situation which must be
taken into consideration. That possibility is that the amount invested by the
holding company will be less even than the
amount represented by the par value of
the capital stock of the subsidiary. Inasmuch as the amount involved in the investment of the holding company is
tantamount to a payment to outsiders for
their interest in the net worth of the
subsidiary, it would seem that the excess of
par over cost to the parent should remain,
after elimination of cost against capital
stock, as capital surplus, and that any
excess beyond par represented by earned
surplus should remain after consolidation
as earned surplus.

